E98/E99 Series Rim Device w/ 990, 991, 992 Trim for Type “161” Stock Hollow Metal Applications

TYPE 161 STOCK HOLLOW METAL DOOR

A.N.S.I. CUTOUTS ARE SHOWN FOR REFERENCE ONLY. SEE A.N.S.I. SPECIFICATION NO. A115 FOR THE SIZE AND LOCATION OF THESE CUTOUTS.

LHR SHOWN RHR OPPOSITE

CUTOUTS

30" DIA

1/4" DIA,
THIS SIDE 13/32" DIA, OPPOSITE SIDE - 4 HOLES

INSIDE FACE OF LOCK STILE - LHR DOOR

SINGLE DOOR OPENING
39 13/16" TO FINISHED FLOOR

DOUBLE DOOR OPENING WITH VON DUPRIN MULLION
39 11/16"

C CUTOUTS

C OF PRESENT A.N.S.I.

C OF EXISTING A.N.S.I.

STD CUTOUTS

"A"

2 3/4"

X

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION SEE TEMPLATE NO. 10207

FOR OUTSIDE TRIM PREPARATION, WHEN REQUIRED, SEE ADDITIONAL TRIM TEMPLATE.

VON DUPRIN

NOTES: SEE MASTER SHEET #10001 FOR SUGGESTED REINFORCING
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